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In 1869 the Danish-Polish painter Elisabeth Jerichau-Baumann visited a harem for the first 

time. She was on one of her many professional trips as a painter, this time to the capital of the 

Ottoman Empire, Istanbul. Her aim was to depict oriental topoi and particularly scenes of 

private life, so popular in the European art market at the time.1 The European penchant for 

harem women in their interiors, exemplified by the success of Eugène Delacroix’s famous 

painting Femmes d’Alger dans leurs appartements (1834), was informed by stereotypes about 

the Orient. 

Jerichau-Baumann came into close contact with the women she painted. She slept in 

their apartments, listened to their music, smelled their tobacco, showed them her paintings 

and engaged in conversation with them. Her encounter with Nazli Fadhel, the great-

grandchild of the Egyptian statesman and modernizer Mohammed Ali, profoundly marked her 

engagement with the Orient. For although Jerichau-Baumann reiterates oriental topoi in her 

paintings and travelogue, her travelogue also attests to her and Nazli Fadhel’s shared interests. 

The travelogue provides evidence of communicative exchange and a mutual fascination. In 

this article I therefore argue against the main tenet of Edward Said’s Orientalism, namely that 

the Orient was constructed first and foremost as Europe’s other: that the Orient and Occident 

mirror each other, but still remain two sides of an irreducible dichotomy.2 I focus, rather, on 

networks that connected people, lifestyles and ideas; thereby demonstrating that the 

dichotomies of Orientalism are truly constructions. To stress my point, I focus on the 

contentious issues of women’s roles and family models, which are so often used – even today 

– to contrast Europe and America with the Muslim and Arab world. In the nineteenth century, 



I argue, women’s lives were constrained by similar mechanisms whether they lived in New 

York, Copenhagen, Paris, Istanbul or Tunis. The issue at hand is not so much a question of the 

West and the other, of orientalism. It is rather a question of women’s condition and their 

shared experiences in a globalized, late nineteenth-century society. My aim in this article is to 

prove that orientalist binaries are less sustainable once they are questioned. 

In this article I first review the academic literature concerning Nazli Fadhel and 

Jerichau-Baumann, in order to contextualize the meeting between the painter and the princess 

and provide a sketch of their historical setting. I then delve into a particular question that their 

encounter calls attention to, namely that of the position of women in Scandinavia and the 

Ottoman Empire in the second part of the nineteenth century. During this period of increased 

cultural contact between Europe and the Turkish and Arabic worlds, the question of women’s 

role in society was often employed to underscore differences between ‘East’ and ‘West’. 

Women – perceived as bearers or protectors of cultural, national or religious identities – 

incarnated the core values of society, and could be used in arguments about civilizational 

progress or decline. Concurrently, new ideals of middle-class domesticity spread globally and 

contributed to reducing such perceived differences between ‘East’ and ‘West’ – a subject 

matter I return to in the conclusion of this article.  

The perception of women’s different roles in ‘East’ and ‘West’ most certainly underpins 

Jerichau-Baumann’s entire artistic project. Were it not for the attractiveness of the imaginary 

constructs enveloping the oriental woman in Europe, Jerichau-Baumann would not have 

insisted on entering a harem and would probably never even have met Nazli Fadhel. As I will 

demonstrate, however, even if the pull of imaginary representations incited the encounter 

between the painter and the princess, both women played more substantial roles with regard to 

women’s position in society and their emancipation than a focus on imaginaries would suggest. 

Indeed, Jerichau-Baumann and Nazli Fadhel were particularly enterprising women, and their 



actions widened the scope of permissible behaviour for women of their time by breaching 

cultural and religious prescriptions. 

 

Contexts 

Jerichau-Baumann’s resolute character was noticed by the Norwegian Professor of Art History 

Lorentz Dietrichson, whom she met in Istanbul. In conversation with Dietrichson, she affirmed 

that the sole motivation for her journey was economic: ‘This important Oriental Journey, which 

also led her to Egypt, she undertook, as she frankly told us, exclusively in order to, by her art, 

earn the money she needed in order to keep her family together.’3 With an introductory letter 

from Alexandra, Princess of Wales, whose portrait Jerichau-Baumann had painted,4 Jerichau-

Baumann was invited into the harem of Mustapha Fadhel Pasha, son of the Viceroy of Egypt, 

Ibrahim Pasha, and grandson of Mohamed Ali Pasha.5 In her travelogue, Brogede Reisebilleder 

(Colourful travel pictures), Jerichau-Baumann presents a detailed description of harem life. She 

dwells in particular upon on her encounter with Princess Nazli Fadhel, the daughter of 

Mustapha Fadhel Pasha and Del Azad Hanim. Nazli Fadhel made a profound impression on the 

European artist, who wrote home to her family, ‘Yesterday, I … fell in love with a beautiful 

Turkish princess.’6 She painted at least three portraits of Nazli Fadhel, as well as a canvas 

characterized by critics as an oriental fantasy or an indecent painting in which Nazli Fadhel is 

depicted as a seductive odalisque.7 After their first encounter, the two women remained in 

contact, and Jerichau-Baumann visited Nazli Fadhel on important occasions such as Aid al-

Kabir. She was also informed about the Princess’s first marriage to Khalil Pasha Sherif, an 

Ottoman minister and ambassador to several European countries.  

Jerichau-Baumann’s acquaintance with Nazli Fadhel is the subject of several studies 

within the fields of art history, cultural studies and comparative literature. For example, in her 

important monograph Gendering Orientalism: Race, Femininity and Representation, Reina 



Lewis underscores the ‘masculine gaze’ that, in Lewis’s opinion, characterizes Jerichau-

Baumann’s harem representations. These distinguish themselves as astonishingly erotic for a 

European female painter of the nineteenth century,8 compared, for example, to Henrietta 

Brown’s sober depiction of a harem scene.9 

Within the field of comparative literature, Elisabeth Oxfeldt has analysed Jerichau-

Baumann’s Brogede Reisebilleder as an example of what we may call ‘decentred Orientalism’. 

In fact, Oxfeldt argues that Jerichau-Baumann’s position as a writer situated in the European 

periphery – Denmark – who, in addition, inhabited a ‘hyphenated’ identity – being of Polish 

origin yet adopting Denmark as her home country – conditioned her approach to the Orient. 

Moreover, Oxfeldt emphasizes the tension or ambiguity between Jerichau-Baumann’s paintings 

from the Orient and the text of her travelogue. Indeed, the travelogue explicitly describes how 

the oriental scenes are constructions, undermining, to a certain extent, the author’s own pictorial 

project.10 For example, Jerichau-Baumann often has to persuade her models to wear traditional 

clothing when they prefer the latest Parisian fashion; she sometimes acquires old, folkloric 

fabrics to use as props for her paintings; and she is always in search of the perfect oriental 

model, referring to this activity as the ‘man hunt’.11 According to Oxfeldt, these factors 

demonstrate that Jerichau-Baumann was aware of the constructed nature of her art, and that her 

art did not truthfully represent what she experienced in the Orient. Oxfeldt furthermore reveals 

the inherent ambiguity in Jerichau-Baumann’s written descriptions of the harem women: 

‘Jerichau-Baumann’s standard Orientalism, however, loses some of its credibility, as she is also 

critical of the Oriental women’s harem situation. Alternating between a view of the Oriental 

woman as the “lazy, indolent, Oriental being” and as an enterprising and freedom-loving human 

being, Jerichau-Baumann’s argument turns unstable.’12 

The art historian Mary Roberts also underscores the unreal aspects of Jerichau-

Baumann’s oriental paintings. An example provided by Roberts is the representation of Nazli 



Fadhel as an odalisque. Contrary to Oxfeldt, however, Roberts does not emphasize Jerichau-

Baumann’s awareness of the constructed character of her oriental tableaux. Instead, mirroring 

Lewis’s argument about the painter’s masculine gaze, Roberts suggests that Jerichau-Baumann 

had interiorized the values of male orientalism:  

Elisabeth Jerichau-Baumann’s fantasy of the Orient fundamentally challenges Western 

gender categories because the artist is positioned as a desiring subject and yet Jerichau-

Baumann achieves this through works which are surprisingly similar to the familiar 

trope of the languid odalisque. This is an instance where women’s orientalism is, to 

quote Yeğenoğlu, ‘inevitably implicated and caught within the masculinist and 

imperialist act of subject constitution’.13  

Still, according to Roberts, their relationship was more than an encounter between a European 

subject and an oriental object. Roberts emphasizes their mutual influence on one another and 

refers to Nazli Fadhel’s short career as a still-life painter, as well as to the correspondence 

between the two women after their initial meeting.14 Moreover, in her analysis of photography 

representing Nazli Fadhel dressed as a man, accompanied by another woman posturing as a 

pottery seller, Roberts suggests a reversal of roles. She interprets this photo as a mocking 

comment upon contemporary orientalist art, and, in particular, perhaps, upon Jerichau-

Baumann’s painting An Egyptian Pottery Seller near Gizeh.15 

In addition to the studies mentioned, Jerichau-Baumann’s art has been explored within 

the context of Danish orientalism and Denmark’s connections to the Muslim world.16 In recent 

years Jerichau-Baumann has received increased attention outside of academic circles. In 1996 

Birgit Pouplier published a novel, Lisinka, inspired by the painter’s life, and in 2011 the 

Women’s Museum in Aarhus, Denmark, dedicated an exhibition to her artworks.17 In 

connection with this exhibition, Max Bendixen published a biography of her in Danish.18  



Academic writing on Nazli Fadhel includes studies in English, French and Arabic. 

Anglophone scholarship often refers to her as the hostess of one of the first literary salons in 

the Arab world, frequented by Egyptian modernists, Muslim reformers and British colonial 

officials in Cairo.19 This scholarship appears unaware of her connection to the Scandinavian 

artist. Mary Roberts, however, establishes a connection. Still, Roberts does not trace Nazli 

Fadhel’s biography beyond the Princess’s stay in Cairo and does not mention that she lived in 

Tunis for more than thirteen years. This period of her life, in contrast, is covered in francophone 

and Arabic scholarship. For example, Aboulkacem Karrou has written a biography of the 

Princess in Arabic, in which he concerns himself especially with her life in Tunis and her impact 

on modernist circles there.20 Andreas Tunger-Zanetti underscores the importance of her salon 

in Tunis for the exchange of modernist and reformist ideas among Tunis, Cairo and Istanbul, 

an aspect also mentioned by Bechir Tlili.21 In 2010 Nazli Hafsia published the Princess’s 

biography in French, La princesse Nazli Fadhel en Tunisie 1896–1913, and in 2011 Hatem El 

Karoui made her a protagonist in a historical novel, Lady Zeineb.22 None of these authors, 

however, mention the Princess’s connection to Scandinavia.23  

In this article I establish the missing links among the French, English, Arabic and 

Scandinavian works concerning the Princess’s life, thereby providing a more complete picture. 

More important, I suggest that the encounter between Nazli Fadhel and Jerichau-Baumann can 

be viewed as an intersection in which different identity-shaping discourses such as orientalism, 

modernism and Islamic reformism, as well as their respective academic traditions, meet and 

interact. In addition, I argue that the life stories of both women testify to the burgeoning 

international importance of the women’s movement in the nineteenth century. In short, the 

encounter between the painter and the Princess is emblematic of how the nineteenth-century 

world became increasingly interrelated across cultural, linguistic and religious boundaries.  

 



A Geographical detour 

Jerichau-Baumann and Nazli Fadhel first met in Istanbul, and their story might thus be 

presented as an encounter between the Ottoman Empire and Europe. As their life stories unfold, 

the difference between the two women narrows, however. At the same time, the geography 

expands: Cairo and Tunis are central, as is Paris, where Nazli Fadhel lived together with her 

first husband, and where she probably made the acquaintances of the Tunisian students she 

would later receive in her residence in the Marsa district of Tunis.24 Nazli Fadhel continued to 

visit Paris throughout her life – at least once in the company of the important Islamic reformer 

Mohammed Abduh.25 In the second part of her life, she divided her time among France, Italy, 

Tunis and Cairo.26 

The geographical reach of their lives also comprises Warsaw, where Jerichau-Baumann 

was born; Düsseldorf, where she undertook art studies; and St Petersburg, Athens and London, 

where she painted members of the different European royal houses. In London she also 

participated in several art exhibits – once with the portraits of Nazli Fadhel.27 More important, 

Rome stands out as Jerichau-Baumann’s second home, the centre of her creative activities and 

her artistic and intellectual friendships, as well as the scene of her marriage to the Danish 

sculptor Adolph Jerichau in 1846. In his company the tour continues to Copenhagen, the capital 

of Denmark, Jerichau-Baumann’s adopted country, and the axis of her family life. Here she 

raised seven children in the company of several ‘aunts’ who took care of her large family while 

she was away on her numerous trips as a professional artist and the main breadwinner of the 

family.28 Other Nordic countries also became part of this expanded geography: in Rome 

Jerichau-Baumann encountered Scandinavian artists, such as the Danish writer J. P. Jacobsen 

and the Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen.29 At the end of her career, she was honoured by 

her Scandinavian art colleagues in Gothenburg,30 but she also kept in contact with the East. At 

least once she visited her daughter in Tehran, who was married to a Danish officer, a ‘major in 



the army of the Shah of Persia’.31 Indeed, Jerichau-Baumann and Nazli Fadhel were privileged 

women on the move, cosmopolitan travellers in an age of growing nationalism and European 

imperial expansion.  

Their world was one of profound changes – in technological, geopolitical and 

ideological terms. To begin with, technological innovations modified the world of travel. In the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, travelling was reserved mainly for young men from 

European noble families on educational journeys, or ‘Grand Tours’, through Europe. The 

nineteenth century, however, saw a growth in travel also for the middle classes.32 Jerichau-

Baumann is part of this trend, and she is also an example of what was labelled ‘unprotected 

females’: a pejorative term coined in the early nineteenth century and used ironically, for 

example by Anthony Trollope, to refer to women who flouted convention and toured on their 

own.33 As an experienced traveller, Jerichau-Baumann paid detailed attention to the means of 

transportation she used. She disliked trains and missed the horse carriages of her youth, yet took 

pleasure in steamboat voyages – be it on the Danube or the Mediterranean Sea. In the company 

of a growing number of European tourists to the Orient, she profited from the efficiency of this 

new form of transportation.34 Indeed, whereas a sailing ship took weeks to cross the 

Mediterranean from Tunis to Marseille at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the same 

distance took thirty-eight hours ‘on the fastest steamer’ in 1877.35 In addition to innovations 

that facilitated physical mobility, the nineteenth century also saw a revolution in means of 

communication. In 1858 the first transatlantic telegraph cable was installed; one year later a 

line connected several Tunisian towns to Algeria. The inauguration of a direct cable between 

Tunis and Marseille took place in 1893.36 At the turn of the century, telephone services were 

also established in North African cities. Nazli Fadhel, for example, had two lines installed in 

her residence in the Marsa district of Tunis.37 Still, correspondence by letter remained important 



as postal services also improved.38 Throughout her life Jerichau-Baumann sent copious letters 

to her family, and one of her daughters exchanged letters with Nazli Fadhel.39 

The technological innovations of the nineteenth century implied transformations in 

geopolitics. Europe’s technological advances, also in the military domain, contributed to the 

European powers’ expansion into Ottoman lands, and eventually the creation of European 

colonies in former Ottoman provinces. In May 1881, the Bey of Tunis  signed the Treaty of 

Bardo, thereby ceding his authority over the regency of Tunis to French protectorate authorities 

(which had been well installed in neighbouring Algeria since the 1830s), and in 1882 Egypt 

became de facto a British protectorate.40 These profound changes impacted the lives of 

Jerichau-Baumann and Nazli Fadhel. As already stated, Jerichau-Baumann’s artistic project, to 

paint scenes from the Orient, has often been understood within the framework of European 

orientalism, and as closely connected to European material interests in the Ottoman world.41   

Her artworks as well as her writings from Istanbul and Cairo often reflect feelings of cultural 

superiority, although she occasionally admits that elderly Turkish women from the ruling 

classes probably looked down at her.42 Still, I argue that her texts reveal more than mere 

prejudices, thereby opening the discussion to questions beyond the cultural-religious dichotomy 

informing orientalism as a theoretical paradigm. 

The geopolitical framework of the late nineteenth century might have influenced Nazli 

Fadhel’s life even more. As a member of the Khedival family of Egypt, with close ties to the 

Sultan in Istanbul, she was involved in dynastic rivalries,43 but, more important, argued in 

favour of implementing modern political institutions in the Ottoman Empire. For example, in 

commissioning a translation of one of her father’s writings, she supported his cause of 

constitutional reform.44 Furthermore, she participated in a congress organized by the Young 

Ottomans in Paris in 1896. This action drew the wrath of Sultan Abdulhamid II, to which she 

responded with a courageous letter. Here she reminds the sultan about the importance of 



speaking the truth, before defending the mission of the Young Ottomans in a diplomatic 

manner. Moreover, she describes the poverty and misery that she had witnessed in Istanbul four 

years earlier.45 

Nazli Fadhel’s salon in Cairo, which attracted intellectuals, politicians and diplomats, 

also became an arena for political debate.46 Lord Cromer and Field Marshal Kitchener visited 

her salon regularly,47 which might explain why she was accused of favouring British colonial 

rule in Egypt. Muhammed Farid, the Egyptian nationalist leader, accused her of being 

Europeanized and painted a very negative picture of her in his memoirs: ‘She received a 

European education, then married Khalīl Sharīf Pāshā …, the Ottoman ambassador to Paris, 

and lived a purely European life there with him for many years.’ Furthermore, she was too 

interested in men: ‘When he [her first husband] died she returned to Egypt and remained 

unmarried for a time, during which she was a female companion (șāḥiba) of many foreigners 

and Egyptians, and had a special passion for Egyptian British officers.’ She drank too much: 

‘She used to receive men in European fashion and arrange musical evenings at her home, and 

would drink lots of wine and especially champagne during the meal or indeed even before every 

meal.’ Finally, Farid accused her of being a spy and working against the cause of the Egyptians: 

‘She involved herself in intrigues, and used to spy for ‘Abd al-Ḥamīd against the Khedive and 

on him likewise for the British. She used to address the journalists and publish her views in 

newspapers, and she always wrote against the Egyptians.’48 In Farid’s view, Nazli Fadhel 

incorporated a series of vices: she was westernized and collaborated with the colonizer, and she 

received foreign men in her home, thereby infringing upon what Farid indirectly defined as the 

decorum expected of a Muslim woman. Farid insinuated a lack of womanhood, upon mention 

of her childless second marriage: ‘[S]he was introduced to as-Sayyid Khalil Abu Hajib, married 

him and remained with him until she died without having any children.’49 Finally, Farid took 



issue with the fact that she addressed journalists and published her views in the press. He was 

displeased, apparently, about the Princess taking on a public role in society.  

Contrary to Farid’s one-sided assessment, other sources emphasize Nazli Fadhel’s 

friendship with Mohammed Abduh, a defender of pan-Islamism and self-rule for Egypt.50 

Tunger-Zanetti likewise suggests that although Nazli Fadhel and her Tunisian husband, Khalil 

Bouhajib, accepted ‘foreign domination in their countries without discussion’,51 the Princess’s 

salon in Tunis also represented an intellectual and political meeting place that might have 

concerned the French protectorate authorities.52 In fact, archival sources at the National Library 

in Tunis demonstrate that Nazli Fadhel’s movements while in Tunis were monitored by French 

protectorate authorities, who also kept an eye on her travels among Tunis, Cairo and Alger – a 

topic I will return to in a future article. 

 

Nazli Fadhel in Tunis 

If one walks down the main path of the medina in Tunis – symbolically leading from the Zaituna 

Mosque to the Porte de France, thus from the emblematic centre of traditional Islamic learning 

to the gate of the colonial city of the protectorate period (1881–1956) – there is a small side 

alley leading up to the Khaldounia, today an auxiliary of the National Library. At the end of the 

nineteenth century, the Khaldounia was an association promoting modern scientific education 

to supplement the traditional Islamic curriculum students were initiated into at the Zaituna 

Mosque.53 Today photos of many important intellectuals and scholars from the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries – almost all men – decorate the walls of the library of the Khaldounia. One 

photo stands out, however: that of an elegant woman with a piercing gaze directed at the 

spectator. 

This woman is no other than the Princess Nazli Fadhel. In the second part of her life, 

she moved to Tunis, married the much younger Khalil Bouhajib from the learned and influential 



Bouhajib family, and for more than thirteen years spent part of the year in the Tunisian capital.54 

In addition to her sister Rukaya, already installed in Tunis and married to a Tunisian dignitary, 

the Princess could probably rely on acquaintances made in France in the company of her first 

husband. These acquaintances included Tunisian students who were members of the most 

influential families of the capital.55 According to secondary sources expressing a positive 

attitude towards the Princess, Nazli Fadhel contributed extensively to the intellectual, cultural 

and political life of Tunis.56 At her residence in the Marsa district, her salon hosted Tunisian 

scholars, intellectuals and politicians, many of them graduates from the Sadiqi College, the first 

modern educational institution of Tunisia, founded by the important reformer Kheireddine in 

1875.57 Others were sheikhs of the Zaituna Mosque and thus representatives of the traditional 

Islamic establishment.58 Most of those frequenting her salon favoured modernist reforms of the 

political system of the regency of Tunis, as well as the educational system, and many of them 

were founding members of the Khaldounia.59 In addition, the sheikhs in Nazli Fadhel’s circle 

were inspired by Islamic reformist views and pan-Islamic ideas as formulated by Al-Afghani, 

Mohammed Abduh and Rachid Rida. Many of them read al-‘Urwa al-wuthqa and later al-

Manar,60 the first published by Abduh and Afghani in Paris in 1884, the second by Rida from 

1898 onwards.61 It is noteworthy that when Abduh visited Tunis in 1903 and gave a speech at 

the Khaldounia, he stayed at the residence of Nazli Fadhel and Khalil Bouhajib.62 This suggests 

that their home was an important meeting place for the modernist and reformist circles of both 

Cairo and Tunis.63 Indeed, Karrou describes the Princess’s activities as a major contribution to 

the Egyptian and Tunisian renaissance, known as the Nahda.64 

In Tunis, Nazli Fadhel took part in the activities of the intellectuals and decision-makers 

frequenting her salon. She was, for example, involved in the establishment of the Khaldounia 

in 1896. According to Nazli Hafsia, the Princess wanted to be a founding member of the 

association, but its secretary, Mohamed Belhodja, did not agree ‘for religious reasons’. The 



steering committee therefore chose to accept her as a ‘membre bienfaiteur’ (benefactor 

member).65 Still, in his report on the Khaldounia from 1906, the President of the Association, 

Mohamed Lasram, includes the name of Princess Nazli in the list of founding members.66 In 

addition to playing an active role in the establishment of the association, she also donated a 

substantial amount of money, as well as several books by the English philosopher Herbert 

Spencer.67 For our purposes, it is worth noting that Spencer was read by Abduh,68 and his ideas 

of social Darwinism were probably also discussed by the Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen 

and the Danish author L. P. Jacobsen in Rome.69 An analysis of Ibsen’s play Peer Gynt, by 

Comte M. Prozor, also figures on the list of donations to the Khaldounia, further strengthening 

the Nordic connection to the Khaldounia.70 In addition, the list includes a study of Sweden 

given to the association by the Swedish and Norwegian consul in Tunis.71 The intellectual world 

of the late nineteenth century was indeed connected. 

Despite the important role which Nazli Fadhel played with regard to the Khaldounia, 

she does not appear in the photograph of the members of the association, which was probably 

taken in 1903 during Abduh’s second visit to Tunis. She is represented by her secretary.72 This 

semi-absence of the Princess from an official photograph may be explained in terms of the 

traditional gendered division of space within Arab-Islamic societies, but it does not necessarily 

signal a lesser degree of influence in comparison to the men who are present. Indeed, 

commentators emphasize the Princess’s contribution to the establishment of modern 

educational institutions, such as the Khaldounia in Tunis or the secular university in Cairo 

(1908), transformed into Cairo University in 1925.73 In addition, Hafsia strongly believes that 

Nazli Fadhel was one of the initiators behind the first school for Muslim girls in Tunis.74 In 

fact, in line with other Tunisian scholars, Hafsia views Nazli Fadhel as a promoter of modern 

education and of women’s rights, and as one of the foremothers of the Tunisian modernist 

project.75 



 

Nazli Fadhel’s views on female emancipation 

But what do we actually know about Nazli Fadhel’s own views on female emancipation? Did 

she express her personal opinions directly in writing, or did she chiefly play the role of hostess 

of influential salons, where she stimulated intellectual debate on various subjects, including the 

women’s issue? According to the journal al-Muqtataf (January 1897), she authored a book on 

the women’s question that was translated into Arabic (from which language is not mentioned) 

and published it in the journal al-Muqattam in December 1896.76 According to many secondary 

sources, Nazli Fadhel influenced Qasim Amin and managed to change his views about women 

as a result of their debates in her salon in Cairo. Nazli Fadhel, finding the image of Egyptian 

women in Amin’s first book, Les Egyptiens: réponse à M. Le Duc d’Harcourt,77 too pessimistic, 

asked Abduh to invite Amin to her salon: ‘[A]nd it was this, it is said, that changed Amin. He 

began, subsequently, to call for the emancipation of women, publishing, in 1899, a series of 

articles in the paper al-Mu’ayyad, which he collected in the same year in his famous book Tahrir 

al-mar’a (The Liberation of Women).’78 Zakia Belhachmi supports this claim, but underscores 

that in a later publication Amin returned to a more conservative position on women’s rights. 

According to Belhachmi, this demonstrates that Amin was more attached to Islamic principles 

than to the modernist and westernized opinions of Nazli Fadhel.79 

Nazli Fadhel’s own family situation provides clues to her views on gender and gender 

roles. Her father, Mustapha Fadhel Pasha, as mentioned above, was a modernist and a founding 

member of the movement of the Young Ottomans. He provided his daughters with a liberal 

education. In fact, European travellers and diplomats to Istanbul during Nazli Fadhel’s youth 

observed that she and her sister spoke several languages fluently, had French and English 

governesses and occasionally left the harem for promenades, visits or horse rides in the outskirts 

of Istanbul.80 Still, Sir Horace Rumbold, an English diplomat, recalled a conversation about 



female seclusion with Nazli Fadhel’s father in which he was supposedly in favour of seclusion, 

arguing that ‘there would be no trusting the women when once they were freed from their 

bondage’.81 Rumbold found Nazli Fadhel’s upbringing somewhat contradictory; he noted ‘the 

strange mixture of emancipation and captivity, of civilization and barbarism, that made up the 

life of this Moslem princess of eighteen’.82  

Rumbold’s description echoes that of Jerichau-Baumann, who emphasized Nazli 

Fadhel’s ‘hybrid nature’, caught as she was between a European education and traditional 

harem life. Jerichau-Baumann thought it a tragedy that the Princess, as a well-informed young 

woman, was confined to harem life.83 Contrary to this report, Lady Brassey, who visited 

Istanbul in the company of her husband in 1874 and 1878,84 mentions how Nazli Fadhel once 

travelled alone from Cairo to Istanbul, accompanied only by her English maid.85 Thus, the 

Princess, not unlike Jerichau-Baumann, travelled as an ‘unprotected female’ at the end of the 

nineteenth century, in sharp contrast to Jerichau-Baumann’s description of her, only some years 

before, as an imprisoned rosebud surrounded by thorns.86 

Lady Brassey not only noted Nazli Fahdel’s voyage, but provided descriptions of several 

encounters with the Egyptian princess and her female relatives during her visits to Istanbul that 

demonstrated a general change in social customs. ‘The last four years’, Brassey writes, ‘seem 

to have added greatly to the amount of liberty they enjoy. They are now much less particular 

about seeing gentlemen, and, once in the cabin, laughed and talked with the greatest freedom 

and enjoyment.’87 The late nineteenth century saw important changes in the institution of the 

harem.88 This transformation is also noted by Jerichau-Baumann, who juxtaposes the ‘old 

harems’ of Nazli Fadhel’s aunt to Nazli Fadhel’s own household, and underlines the modernity 

of the family life of Nazli Fahdel’s uncle, Prince Halim Pasha.89 Moreover, she observes a 

generational gap within the harem in which Nazli Fahdel was living – between the educated, 



polyglot young princess and her mother, who did not speak any language that Jerichau-Bauman 

could understand, although Jerichau-Baumann is said to have spoken nine languages.90 

Jerichau-Baumann describes social change in the harems she visits, and also notes how 

some women, such as Madame Cebouli Pasha, a minister’s wife and defender of women’s 

liberation, played a semi-official role at official gatherings. Still, the oriental topos of the female 

prisoner in the harem remains one of her favourite themes. This focus might be a conscious 

choice, for by contributing to the imaginary construct of the Orient, she conforms to the taste 

and expectations of the European art market. Moreover, in emphasizing the passive and inert 

posture of the odalisque, she is able to make explicit her own active, moving self. This strategy 

of representation is already explicit on the cover page of Brogede Reisebilleder, where Jerichau-

Baumann has drawn her own portrait in the middle of twelve minor sketches representing 

different scenes from her travelogue.91 In the upper left corner there is a replica of the painting 

of Nazli Fadhel as an indolent odalisque, whereas Jerichau-Baumann herself is depicted as 

either writing or painting in the two lower corners. As such, her own active self is contrasted to 

the reclining oriental woman. Indeed, the theme of the passive oriental beauty poses a sharp 

contrast to Jerichau-Baumann’s own individual project of emancipation.  

 

Elisabeth Jerichau-Baumann on (female) emancipation 

In the epilogue of Brogede Reisebilleder, Jerichau-Baumann addresses the issue of 

emancipation and women’s liberation directly. In her usual style, the ideological reflection on 

gender roles surfaces in a chain of associations that begins with a subject related to travel and 

mobility. Jerichau-Baumann recalls her challenges while travelling (bad sleeping conditions, 

fleas, cockroaches – in Cairo she counted seventy-five of the latter!), affirming that these 

difficulties turned her into a free human being: ‘The best of it all, is that in such conditions, one 



becomes completely independent of exterior conditions and thereby, in truth, becomes 

emancipated in the true meaning of the word.’92  

Emancipation is first, then, independence from exterior conditions, understood in terms 

of material comfort. It further consists of ‘the desire to use one’s talents’,93 to work assiduously 

to explore and realize one’s God-given gifts. It is necessary to realize these gifts from God in 

order to serve others and not only one’s own interests. Jerichau-Baumann is full of reproach for 

egocentrism, which she views as one of the scourges of her contemporary society, devoured as 

it is by the raw competition of industrialized capitalism.94 In short, in Jerichau-Baumann’s 

opinion, emancipation consists in realizing one’s God-given potential in the service of others. 

This is the ethical side of emancipation. On the practical side, by working hard, one strengthens 

the body in addition to strengthening the spirit.95 The most important conclusion reached by 

Jerichau-Baumann, though, is that emancipation is a human project which includes women as 

well as men, regardless of their gender. Therefore, she criticizes women who dress like men, 

wear hats and nose clips and carry walking sticks, as if imitating men would lead to more 

freedom for women. That Jerichau-Baumann’s masculine qualities were often noted by her 

acquaintances adds more flavour to her comment. Dietrichson, for example, reported how ‘Old 

Cornelius had once, while she studied in Düsseldorf, from his Throne in Munich, issued the 

following attestation to her: “In the entire Düsseldorf-school there is but one man, and that is 

Elisabeth Baumann.”’96 Dietrichson further added his own thoughts about her robust and 

energetic nature, strong will and sometimes impolite manners; although he also underscored 

her generosity and warm-heartedness.97 Regardless, Jerichau-Baumann argues that women who 

imitate men will not reach true emancipation, in her opinion: ‘For me, they are all like 

wandering empty phrases, like falsehoods, like infectious matter, that suffocate the original 

great idea.’98  



Jerichau-Baumann does not define ‘the original great idea’ in the epilogue of her 

travelogue, but her views on gender and gender roles can be further discerned by analysing 

female portraits in different parts of her travelogue as well as in other texts.99 Together, these 

texts provide three cases or examples of female roles, which are connected to different family 

patterns.  

First, there is Klara, a representative of ‘these emancipated females’100 whom Jerichau-

Baumann disdains. In fact, in Ungdomserindringer (Memories of my youth) she describes a 

female friend, nicknamed Klara, whom she met and spent time with n Rome. Klara is depicted 

as a strong, independent writer who at first fascinates Jerichau-Baumann. Her writings, 

characterized by ‘an almost masculine sharpness’,101 reveal her extensive knowledge, 

intelligence and clarity of mind.Moreover, Jerichau-Baumann approves of Klara’s views on 

democracy and social justice, but rejects her pantheistic ideas, her denial of Christianity, and 

what Jerichau-Baumann defines as questionable morals and lack of femininity. This last 

assessment may be ascribed to jealousy, for Klara is also described as a celebrated person in 

the artistic and intellectual circles of Rome: ‘Every eye shone when she opened her lips. 

“Charmant! Delicieux! Brava! Bravissima!” resonated in the spacious hall; indeed, Klara’s 

Italian worshippers could not in their enthusiasm avoid giving her resounding applause.’102 In 

contrast, at these gatherings Jerichau-Baumann represents herself as preferring to sit in one of 

the auxiliary rooms, talking calmly with one man, her future husband. As such, she juxtaposes 

Klara’s popularity and need of attention from many men with her own withdrawal in the 

company of one man. 

The description of this scene, a man and a woman in private conversation devoted to 

each other, announces the second female role described by Jerichau-Baumann, which 

corresponds to what she sees as the ideal form of family life: namely the conjugal household 

where the woman plays the role of devoted wife and mother. In Jerichau-Baumann’s corpus, 



the most brilliant example of such a woman is Maria, married to Jerichau-Baumann’s favourite 

son, Harald. Maria is described at length in Til erindring om Harald Jerichau (In memory of 

Harald Jerichau). While waiting for Harald to complete his art studies, Maria learns his 

language, Danish, before following him to Istanbul, where she creates a cosy and welcoming 

home for him while he pursues his career as a landscape painter.  

In Brogede Reisebilleder Jerichau-Baumann also refers to the ideal of the devoted wife 

in a conjugal household, although in an indirect manner. When critiquing Ottoman society, and 

women’s role within that society in particular, she singles out the Turkish woman’s relationship 

to her children as the only feature which elevates her status: ‘For the Turkish woman has no 

part in Religion, or in the interests and activities of her husband, nor in his thoughts or in his 

coming salvation.’103 It follows that, in contrast to the Turkish woman, a true wife supports the 

activities of her husband, participates in his inner life through dialogue and is concerned with 

his religious well-being.  

Jerichau-Baumann’s ideal is the committed wife in a couple, in sharp contrast to the 

third type of female role delineated in her narrative, namely the role of harem women. In the 

traditional harems of Istanbul visited by Jerichau-Baumann, several generations of women lived 

together segregated from men, often in the company of their female slaves. These women, who 

depended on men for their livelihood, still formed a separate female community with its own 

internal rules of behaviour. Hence, their way of life challenged Jerichau-Baumann’s ideal 

family model, which was founded on an intimate relationship between one man and one woman. 

Only in the household of Prince Halim Pacha (Nazli Fadhel’s uncle) does Jerichau-Baumann 

find an example of what she qualifies as happy family life in Turkey. As a matter of fact, Prince 

Halim Pacha and his wife, Viduar, practise ‘that exchange of thought’ which, according to 

Jerichau-Baumann, is characteristic of a ‘true couple’. Again, in describing what she sees and 

experiences in Turkey, her own ideals surface: ‘At nine o’clock, I retired to my own spacious 



room together with the children and the governess, while husband and wife, in true European 

fashion, engaged in confidential conversation.’104 This ‘confidential conversation’ between 

Halim Pacha and his wife has intertextual echoes in Ungdomserindringer, referring back to her 

own intimate talk with her future husband in Rome. 

Jerichau-Baumann’s own life, however, strained her imagined and described family 

ideal. She did not fulfil the womanly duties of married life as she herself defined them. She 

would never become the dedicated wife making a cosy home for her husband. Her care took 

place at a distance, as a travelling artist. She would often leave her children with other 

guardians, and her husband alone in Copenhagen or in the countryside. This tension was already 

detectable in her fascination with and simultaneous rejection of Klara’s way of life in 

Ungdomserindringer. In many ways Klara’s independence resembles Jerichau-Baumann’s own 

life as a traveller. Finally, in the epilogue of Brogede Reisebilleder, Jerichau-Baumann 

acknowledged the ambivalence of her life. Aware of the contradictory relationship between her 

ideals and lived life, she reached a solution in her analyses of emancipation: if emancipation 

lay in the individual’s striving to realize his or her God-given potential, then Jerichau-

Baumann’s duty resided in her ability to realize her potential as an artist. In contrast, in her 

earlier work Ungdomserindringer, she claimed that the fulfilment of her talents – also, one 

would imagine, as an artist – was fully possible only within a relationship with a man, as part 

of a couple. 

The conscious or unconscious discrepancies in Jerichau-Baumann’s autobiographical 

accounts may explain why her attitude towards woman’s emancipation has been assessed so 

differently in the secondary literature. 

 

Was Jerichau-Baumann a champion of women’s liberation? 



According to Jerichau-Baumann’s Danish biographer, Max Bendixen, she was a true supporter 

and advocate of women’s liberation. Shortly after her arrival in Copenhagen in 1847, she 

became acquainted with Mathilde Fibiger, a Danish author who at the age of twenty wrote the 

novel Klara Raphael: Tolv Breve (Clara Raphael: Twelve letters). Here the main character, a 

young woman, asked, ‘Is it just that half the people should be excluded from all intellectual 

pursuits?’105 To avoid this destiny, she refused marriage and devoted herself to a life of learning. 

In arguing in favour of women’s equality with men, Klara Raphael was innovative and 

provocative for its time, stirring serious debate in Denmark and beyond.106 In European 

Feminisms, 1700–1950, Karen Offen affirms that ‘it was a harbinger of things to come, as 

individual women of intellect and ambition began to articulate their desires not in terms of 

sexual complementarity, but in terms of self-realization outside and beyond the highly 

disadvantageous constraints of marriage and family.’107 

Jerichau-Baumann’s autobiographical writings are testament to such a process of self-

realization. Still, she adhered to the female ideal of the devoted wife. Hence, her texts 

demonstrate her vacillation between contradictory ideals and demands, as is made explicit in 

her simultaneous admiration for and rejection of the character Klara in Ungdomserindringer. It 

may not be a coincidence that the nickname she gave her friend in Rome echoes the title of 

Fibiger’s novel. In addition to Jerichau-Baumann’s acquaintance with Fibiger, Bendixen 

underlined how she spent time with liberal artists, such as the Norwegian playwright Henrik 

Ibsen and the Danish author L. P. Jacobsen, at the Scandinavian Association in Rome. Both 

were promoters of women’s rights. Finally, he mentions Jerichau-Baumann’s friendship with 

the Norwegian novelist and advocate of women’s liberation Camilla Collett. Collett, known for 

denouncing patriarchal family structures in her novels and political writings, was one of the 

guests of honour at a great party that Jerichau-Baumann gave in Rome in 1880, a year and a 

half before she died.108 



In contrast to Bendixen, the art historian Mary Roberts presents a rather negative 

assessment of Jerichau-Baumann’s engagement in the female cause. In addressing the artist’s 

view on the possibility of social reform in Turkey, Roberts comments, ‘Reflecting an attitude 

that is consistent with her distaste for feminism in Europe, Jerichau-Baumann dismisses 

aspirations for reform as entirely misguided. Rather than reconciling her praise for Nazli with 

any call for general social reform, Jerichau-Baumann’s individualism, which colours her 

attitude to harem life, is instead channelled towards her artistic aspirations.’109 Jerichau-

Baumann was negative about women dressing as men, and Madame Cebouli Pasha, a defender 

of women’s rights whom she met in Istanbul, did not merit full approval. Still, Jerichau-

Baumann’s call for individual emancipation, reminiscent of Fibiger’s, constituted, as Offen 

argues in her comments on Fibiger’s novel, an important breakthrough in the history of 

women’s liberation. Jerichau-Baumann’s life was marked by a degree of individual freedom 

and freedom of movement that was unusual for women of her time. In Ungdomserindringer, 

she recalls how she, as early as the 1830s, travelled unaccompanied from Warsaw to study art 

in Düsseldorf and Rome with the approval of her parents. Later, her independent artistic career 

– which opposed the desires of her husband as well as her own ideal of harmonious family life 

– demonstrated what Oxfeldt characterizes as ‘“the rebellion of a radical individual” under a 

conventional discourse of Orientalism and traditional gender roles’.110 Perhaps Jerichau-

Baumann recognized the young princess’s rebellious nature when they met in Istanbul. Perhaps 

she perceived Nazli Fadhel as a twin soul. Might this explain her fascination?  

 

Comparison 

Comparing the life stories of Jerichau-Baumann and Nazli Fadhel yields many commonalities. 

Both were strong personalities engaged in the cultural and political debates of their time. Both 



were considered controversial by their contemporaries and challenged contemporary gender 

roles through their travels and actions.  

A new family ideal arose in Europe and the Middle East in the course of the nineteenth 

century.111 The reorganization of work and production, as a consequence of the Industrial 

Revolution, enhanced the division between private and public spheres. Men’s arena became 

associated more and more with the nascent public sphere (the economy, politics), as the family 

changed from a production unit to a domain ruled over mainly by women (education of children, 

good morals and a neat home).112 From this ensued an ideal of middle-class domesticity 

allocating women the roles of house managers, educators of children and devoted wives.113 

Older types of family arrangements – the extended family sharing a roof or a common yard in 

the Scandinavian countryside, or the patriarchal polygamous households in the Middle East and 

North Africa – were gradually displaced by this new ideal, particularly in the upper classes.114 

Jerichau-Baumann witnessed these transformations in the Ottoman Empire when she compared 

the conjugal family of Nazli Fadhel’s uncle to the traditional harem of the Princess’s father. 

She left undisclosed, however, that this family model was rather new in Europe too.  

Jerichau-Baumann endorsed the family pattern à la mode in her writings, yet discarded 

it in real life. Nazli Fadhel did not comply either. While Jerichau-Baumann was the main 

breadwinner of her family, rather than prioritizing motherhood, Nazli Fadhel’s class and 

economic independence enabled her transgressions of the decorum that compatriots such as 

Farid demanded of women. Nazli Fadhel never became a mother, although Jerichau-Baumann 

hints at her loss of an infant, and Hafsia noted her care for her first husband’s daughter from 

his previous relationship. Also, Nazli Fadhel married a much younger man, which was unusual. 

With her second husband, however, she appears to have realized a rather modern form of 

conjugal marriage, perhaps closer to the ideal Jerichau-Baumann describes.  



Another feature that unites these two women is their fathers (and mothers), who 

encouraged their education and had the means to pay for it. Jerichau-Baumann’s parents sent 

her at an early age to one of Europe’s best art academies, while Nazli Fahdel’s father engaged 

private tutors who instructed his daughters in several languages, as well as art and music – an 

education denied his wife, Nazli Fahdel’s mother, if Jerichau-Baumann’s observations are to 

be relied upon. Economic means and fluency in several languages made travel easier, and 

although the adult Jerichau-Baumann repeatedly writes about her economic hardships and the 

weight of her financial responsibilities, she came from a wealthy family for whom the world 

lay open to be discovered. Nazli Fadhel could also permit herself the joy of independent travel; 

she appears, at least later in life, to have evaded the male control of her father and first husband.  

Moreover, Nazli Fadhel and Jerichau-Baumann were both creative women. Jerichau-

Baumann wrote and painted to ensure her livelihood, thereby realizing her artistic potential, 

whereas Nazli Fadhel was probably not motivated by material concerns. Her contribution to the 

world of art, literature and politics was ensured through her own creations, but even more so 

through her role as the hostess of several influential intellectual salons. Finally, Nazli Fadhel 

and Jerichau-Baumann were women committed to the politics of their day. Nazli Fadhel’s 

imperial ancestry led to her direct involvement in Ottoman politics, whereas Jerichau-Baumann 

was engaged in the Danish nationalist project. Jerichau-Baumann’s biographers stress that she 

made great efforts to become Danish and to adopt the identity and nationality of her husband. 

Many of her paintings belong to the current of national romanticism, not least her famous 

Mother Denmark – which is a somewhat ironic contribution from a cosmopolite of Polish origin 

who preferred an artistic career to motherhood.  

The most important insight gleaned from comparing the lives of two travelling 

nineteenth-century women born on different sides of the East-West dichotomy – so cherished 

by postcolonial scholarship in the wake of Edward Said – is that in light of their life stories, the 



dichotomy crumbles. These women travelled back and forth among the European, Asian and 

African continents. They were polyglot cosmopolitans who shared several similarities – gender, 

class (to a certain extent), interests and skills. These similarities outweigh the claim of 

orientalism, even in reworked forms, that has framed their life stories in secondary literature so 

far – from Lewis’s ‘gendering orientalism’, or Oxfeldt’s decentring of orientalism from the 

Nordic periphery, to Roberts’s ‘intimate outsiders’.  

 

Postlude 

In recent years the biographies of the painter and the Princess have received increased attention, 

both in academic works and in more popularly oriented publications. Their life stories are part 

of today’s debates and discourses about cultural identity. Jerichau-Baumann’s 

cosmopolitanism, combined with her ardent wish to be accepted as Danish, makes her relevant 

to current debates about Danish identity, multiculturalism and globalization, as the text 

accompanying the exposition of her artworks at the Women’s Museum in Aarhus in the summer 

of 2011 demonstrates: 

Baumann’s history is highly interesting today. She is a historical role model breaking 

down barriers and creating connections between the challenges of her time. The 

exhibition will present her life through paintings borrowed from other museums and 

from private collections. You can visit an art exhibition and at the same time step into 

cultural history and through Baumann’s life story and works find food for thought about 

present day views on immigration, motherhood, female artists and international 

networks.115  

In a similar vein, Nazli Fadhel’s life story has received increased attention in Tunisia at the 

beginning of the twenty-first century, at a time when the country’s cultural identity and 

affiliations are being hotly debated and where dividing lines between religious conservatives 



and self-labelled modernists or progressives are making headlines. In this context Nazli Fadhel 

is presented as a progressive, modernist woman who through her salons, as well as her other 

engagements, promoted the ideals of enlightenment and education. She is described as an 

important advocate of women’s rights and as part of an important line of modernist reformers 

marked by Tahar Haddad’s defence of women’s rights as well as Habib Bourguiba’s 

promulgation of the Code of Personal Status.116 Finally, Nazli Fadhel’s cosmopolitanism is 

underscored to emphasize Tunisia’s character as an intersection of civilizations situated on the 

southern shore of the Mediterranean, in contrast to voices claiming that it belongs primarily to 

the Arabic-Islamic cultural orbit, with a centre of gravity further east.  

Indeed, the painter and the Princess were strong personalities who not only triggered 

commentary and critique from their contemporaries but still fascinate readers, academics and 

art critics today.  
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